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In this paper we wili define some special p-center problem in view of practical applications 
and prove its NP-completeness. 
Let a network G = (V, E) be a connected undirected graph with a nonnega- 
tive number w(u) (called the weight of v) associated with each vertex w E V, and a 
positive number I(e) (called the length of e) associated with each edge e E E. Let 
XI = {x1,3t2, . . . , ;ltp} be a set of p points on G, where by a point on G we mean a 
point along any edge of G which may or may not be a vertex of G. We define the 
distance d(u, ;yP) between a vertex tl of G and a set 4 on G by 
where d(iu, 4) is the length of a shortest path in G between vertex II and point 4. 
Let 
F(q) = max {w(u) l db, &)I. 
UEV 
Let e be such that 
F(a= min (F&J}. 
&onG 
Then g is called an absolute p-center of G. If Xp and g are restricted to be 
sets of p vertices of G, then $ is called a vertex p-center. The problem of finding 
a p-center of G has been discussed in a number of rapers [l, 2, 31. 
If all the vertices of G have the same weight c, then without loss of generality 
we shall assume that c = 1 and we refer to this case as the vertex-unweighted case. 
Tkiroughout he paper, we shall assume that G is a vertex-unweighted graph, all 
of whose edges are of length 1, and we shall treat vertex p-center problems. 
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The VERTEX s-CENTER problem is defined as follows: Given a connected 
undirected graph G = (V, E) and integers s and k, does there exist a subset X G V 
such that 1x1 es and malr;,&d(v, X)}G k? 
The NP-completeness of this problem is well-kno,vn [2,3]. Now let B be a 
proper subset of V, called a set of bou,rded vertices. In view of practical 
application [4], it is often meaningful to conaider that the problem requires to 
satisfy max,,,,{d(v, X)}s k instetid of maxUsv{d(u, X)}s k. In this paper we will 
define this special case as the BOUNDED VERTEX s-CENTER problem and 
prove its NP-completeness. (The NP-completeness is not trivial because B is 
restricted to be a proper subset of V.) 
2. Result 
The BOUNDED VERTEX s-CENTER problem (shortly the BOUNDED 
problem) is defined as follows: Given a connected undirected graph G = (V, E), a 
proper subset B s V and integers s and k, does there exist a subset Xc, V such 
that 1x1 s s and max,,s {d(u, X)~G k? 
Theorem. The BOUNDED VERTEX s-CENTER problem is NY-complete. 
OetIine of Proof. It is clear that the BOUNDED problem is in NP. Thus it 
su%ces to show that VERTEX s-CENTER problem is polynomially transforma- 
ble to the BOUNDED problem. 
We describe the required transformation. Given a connected undirected graph 
G = (V, E) and integers s and k, we construct a connected undirected graph 
G’= (V’, E’), a proper subsLt B s V’ as follows: Let 
v = {VI, v2, l l l 9 u,)? 
V’= Vu(vi1 l+<n, l<jg2k+l}, 
E’ = E U{(Vi, Vif), (Vi, Vi”) 1 1 e i G PZ, 1 sj s 2k}, 
B= VU(v2k+1~ Misn}. 
Finally we set two integers s’= s + n and k’= k. Now we show that there exists a 
subset Xc_ V such that 1x1 s s and maxuEV {d( v, X)} < k if and only if there exists 
a subset X’ c V’ such that IX’1 s s’ and maxUeB {d(v, X’)} s k’. 
OnZy ifi Let X’=XU{vf+‘I lsisn ). Since max,,,,, {Cr(v, X)}e k, every vertex 
in V (cB) is dominated within a distance of k’ I)y some vertex in X (EX’) (i.e., 
for any tl E V, there is a vertex x E X with d(v, x)~ k’). Furthermore each vi 
(1 sj s2,k + 1) is clearly dominated within a distance of k’ by vr+’ (EX’). Thus 
ma&B {d(v, X’)}< k’. By the construction of X’, IX’1 = \X( + n G s + 1% = s’. 
Ifi Let X t= {vi 1 vi E X’ or vi E X” for at least one j such that 1 sj e k}. Since 
rnaxUeB {d(v, X’)} G k’, each vi E V (c_ B) is dominated within a distance of k’ by 
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some 211# or u$ (1 G ja k’) for some i’. When ui is dominated by u$, ai is also 
dominated by Vi’. So max,,v{Q1(q X))s k. 
If we define A = X’ n(sl ~$11 s j e k}, then IAl = 1x1 +cu, where a! is a non- 
negative integer. On the other hand, in order to dominate ach vertex ufk+l 
(16 i s n) of G’, there must exist uf in X’ for at least one j such that k + 1 ~j G 
2k + 1. Since these $s are never dominated within a distance of k’ by any ai 
(1 G i G n), the number of vertices $s is it + p where p is a nonnegative -integer. 
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